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How to hack a bullet force account

By Vaughnlea Leonard Cyber snoopers who hack accounts will often leave some sort of lead on your computer. You can find out who the person is using multiple sources. Smother online sniffers by applying a little Internet and computer skills. First, determine your own IP address. The quickest way to do this is online. Visit the What Is My IP Address website, then write down
your number. You'll need it to match it against others later. See if anyone connects to your connection without your knowledge. Do this by going to your computer's command prompt, which is the search window in the start menu. Click the Start button, then enter cmd to the phrase Start searching or Search for programs and files. Enter netstat to the flashing cursor. Review the
strange IP numbers under the Foreign Address column. Write it down, then return to the Ip What Is My Address website. Click on the WHOIS Lookup IP link on the left side of the web page. Enter this foreign address there to see what you find. You can try other IP location sites to fine-tune a name, address or city. Some sites even give you a longitude and a point of latitude. Use
the longitude and latitude steve morse website if you are able to get an address from steps 3 and 4. Enter this address in the blank fields on the Morse site. Find an Internet card, then enter these numbers too. Google Earth and Bing Maps both have 3D satellite view capabilities and bird's-eye views. By David Nield The telltale sign of a hacked Facebook account is an activity you
don't recognize. You can check your list of notifications on the site -- or from your inbox if you've set up email notifications -- to search for suspicious behavior. However, even if a hacker doesn't change any account settings or create new messages, there are other ways to spot unauthorized access. If someone else has accessed your Facebook account, you can see posts,
comments and other activities that you can't report on. Sign in to your account, open your Timeline page, then click the Activity Journal button to see recent activities related to your account. If you see something you don't recognize, use the edit buttons on the right - icons that look like pencils - to delete those messages. Facebook keeps a diary of all your current and previous
sessions on the site. Click Account Settings from the drop-down settings menu -- marked with a small white cog icon -- and then Security. Click Edit next to Active Sessions to see recent sessions, as well as approximate locations and devices used; Click Edit next to the title Recognized Devices to see a list of computers and devices that Facebook has linked to your account. If you
spot something unusual on any of these lists, your account may have been hacked. You can remove suspicious devices and end activity on all open sessions that you don't recognize. Someone Someone Has access to your account can change your Facebook settings rather than creating posts. Choose the account settings of the drop-down settings menu -- the little white cog
icon on the toolbar -- to review the email address and notification settings associated with your account. A hacker can disable email notifications, for example, to prevent you from discovering the breach, and may also try to connect your account to malicious third-party applications; review these from the Apps entry on the Account Settings page. If you can't log in to Facebook, a
hacker may have managed to access your account and change the password. In some cases, the default email address may also have been changed to prevent a password reset. Facebook offers a variety of account recovery processes that you can follow, including one that relies on a handful of trusted friends on the network to verify your identity. Visit the My Account is Hacked
Facebook page (link in Resources) to get started. Screenshot: David MurphySe according to many reports, a number of Disney accounts hacked have been popping up on the web lately. And those who break into your account don't take advantage of a crazy vulnerability in the streaming service. This is either phishing your account data or, worse, login like you using credentials
that have already been exposed in another password breach elsewhere. In other words, if you use the same password for Disney that you use for other services, and one of them is hacked, you just jeopardize your entire Disney account: Disney parks, streaming services, and everything. It's a little strange that Disney has allowed its fans to link all their services together like this,
even if it makes technical sense. It's not like you have a separate password for Google Play, Google Drive and your Gmail after all. What makes no sense at all is why Disney has no way to let a person add extra security to their accounts via two-factor authentication. At least if I'm planning a trip, shopping and watching movies online, I'd like to be able to prevent unauthorized
access to my one and only account by forcing potential attackers to enter a special code that requires physical access to my phone to get it. It's hardly magic at Mickey Mouse level; it's just good account security. In the meantime, if you've already signed up for Disney, I recommend you change your password to something you don't use anywhere else and use one of the many
amazing password managers available today to keep track of that (and all the other unique passwords you use). This way, it should be quite difficult for another person to learn from your password unless they suck you into typing into a website or service that isn't actually Disney. You should also be able to sign up for using a variant of your actual email address, such as
yourrealaddress+disney@gmail.com), which will prevent it from being linked to your other Disney services, but this may seem a bit extreme. You never know what Disney might reveal at some point that could give you some kind of advantage to upgrade all your Disney services under one account. (I'm just speculating.) Give yourself a unique password, I hope Disney gets its act
together with regard to two-factor authentication, and that should be all you need to do to stay safe with Disney (for now). Twitter Inc. launched a comprehensive review of defenses in its popular social network and microblogging service after hackers hijacked the accounts of several high-level users on Monday. In interviews this week, analysts said they were surprised that sites
such as Twitter, which are potentially hot targets for hackers and hooks, had long avoided such major attacks, and therefore scrutiny by its corporate users. Since Twitter's widely publicized hacking, analysts have said they are closely monitoring how the site and especially its corporate customers respond to the security breach. Certainly, with all the coverage That Twitter has had
on this subject, it will draw [Twitter's] attention to security, said Caroline Dangson, an analyst at Framingham, the Mass-based market research firm IDC. It reminds us that we are dealing with a less secure media and that we need to be more aware of what we are putting out there and not take it for granted as we have done, she added. San Francisco-based Twitter confirmed
Monday that hackers had broken into the accounts of more than 30 celebrities and organizations, including President-elect Barack Obama, Britney Spears and cable television networks Fox News and CNN. The company said the tools used by its support team were illegally accessible and used to send malicious messages, many of them offensive, to compromised accounts. The
network was breached just two days after identity thieves launched a phishing campaign that attempted to trick users of the microblogging service into disclosing their usernames and passwords. In a blog post on the company's website, Twitter co-founder biz Stone said he considered the compromise that led to the account hijackings a very serious breach of security. In an email
to Computerworld, Stone said, We are doing a comprehensive security review at all Twitter access points. The first steps will be to strengthen registration and further restricting access to the company's own support tools, he said. Ken van Wyk, senior consultant at KRvW Associates LLC in Alexandria, Virginia, said that while individual users are unlikely to change their
microblogging habits because of the breach, the company's IT managers should act quickly to assess how such incidents might affect their businesses. We see [Twitter] used more more for communications between managers and employees to keep everyone informed of what's going on, he said. I suspect that some of these people might have a reflex reaction to something like
this and stop using it. Van Wyk added that the breach could inspire some IT organizations to develop applications that provide similar features to Twitter for internal use. Dangson also noted that companies should evaluate possible alternatives to Twitter or complementary and safer tools to use with the service. We're not going to see a lot of people stop using [Twitter] because of
that, but they might consider other forms of communication — more closed networks for some information they're trying to share, she said. I think people will be more careful, but they won't stop using Twitter. Stone said he expects business users to see twitter reaction and immediate behavior after the breach as a signal that we are serious about safety and supporting commercial
use. Regarding home users, vanWyk said: I don't think people are going to say, Hey, now this place is corrupt. I suspect [Twitter] will get away with it. However, he added, I think it would be good for companies to suffer a little when there is a major security flaw. If they come out unscathed, where's the lesson? Where is the push to improve safety? Gregg Keizer contributed to this
article. Right © 2009 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc.
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